MP-18 IRON

SPEED & CONTROL
JPX919 HOT METAL / CHROMOLY 4140M

THE CRAFTMAN'S MUSCLEBACK

A benchmark in iron design - the JPX919 Hot Metal combines an incredible
MP-18
IRON landing angles. The use of a
balance of launch speed and soft,
controllable
high strength Chromoly 4140M and seamless cup face construction produces
the highest ball speed from any Mizuno iron. Mizuno’s new stability frame
ensures that
each
iron within
thecraftsmen,
set produces
the correct
flight apex to
– with
Sculpted
by our
YORO
master
the MP-18
is a throwback
the
landing
angles steep
to control
shots into
the green.
muscle-backs
of Mizuno’s
past.enough
A shorter
blade length,
cambered
top line and
steep progression into sharp, compact wedges are the marks of our master
clubmakers – who honed their skills on the irons of major winners. Grain Flow
Forged in Hiroshima Japan for the most colourful feedback imaginable.
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The most impressive thing about the
JPX919 Hot Metal is the launch control and
flight apex – the extra ball speed and distance
doesn’t come from low flying bullets. We work
the design backwards from the correct landing
angles. These are irons for the golf course,
not just the launch monitor.
Chris Voshall, Senior Engineer

JPX919 HOT METAL SPECIFICATION

OPTIONAL

#4

#5

#6

#7

#8

#9

PW

GW

SW

LW

Loft

20°

23°

26°

30°

35°

40°

45°

50°

55°

60°

Lie

60.0°

60.5°

61.0°

61.5°

62.0°

62.5°

63.0°

63.0°

63.0°

63.0°

Length

38.50” 38.00” 37.50” 37.00” 36.50” 36.00” 35.50” 35.25” 35.25” 35.25”
Dexterity: RH and LH

CHROMOLY 4140M: Highly resilient material allows new multi-thickness face for astonishing ball speed
and feel.
SEAMLESS CONSTRUCTION: A one piece cupped geometry produces a surprising level of feedback
at high ball speeds.
STABILITY FRAME: Open at the heel portion to enhance stability, launch and loft appropriate flight apex
for soft landing approach shots.
RE-ENGINEERED SOUND RIBS: Developed to hit specific vibration patterns identified as delivering a
satisfying sensation through impact.
PEARL BRUSH: Chrome plating with a new, more durable pearl finish to soften the 919’s precise lines
in high sunlight.
MODIFIED SCORING IRONS: A steeper transition into more compact scoring irons and wedges.
X30 STEEL WEDGES WITH MILLED GROOVES: Set matching Gap, Sand and Lob wedges use a
softer material with tour precision milled grooves and face for improved spin and control around the greens.
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